Abstract-This paper presents a eo-evolutionary learning-optimisation approach to Protein Structure Prediction which uses a Memetic Algorithm as its underlying search method. Instance-specific knowledge c a n he learned, stored and applied by the system in the form of a population of rules. These rules determine the neighbourhoods used by the local search process, which is applied to each member of the co-evolving population of candidate solutions.
Introduction
This paper presents a co-evolutionary learning-optimisation approach to Protein Structure Prediction which uses a Memetic Algorithm as its underlying search method.
Within this Coevolutionary Memetic Algorithm (COMA) system, instance-specific knowledge can be learned, stored and applied in the form of a population of rules. These rules determine the neighbourhoods used by the local search process, which is applied to each member of the co-evolving population of candidate solutions. The rest of this paper proceeds as follows:
In Section 2 describes the particular application, namely Protein Structure Prediction using Dill's HP model [I] . Section 3 provides a brief introduction to Memetic Algorithms to set a context for the algorithmic developments in this paper.
Section 4 descrihes the proposed approach to adaptive Memetic Algorithms, and the simplified model implemented here. It also summarise the results of initial investigations published elsewhere. In Section 5 are presented the results and analysis of a set ofpreliminary experiments designed to investigate whether the use of adaptive rules is able to benefit the optimisation process.
In Section 6 the implications of these results are discussed, hefore conclusions are drawn and future work suggested.
Dill's HP model of Protein Structure Prediction
The problem of Protein Structure Prediction (PSP), i.e. the prediction of the "native" three-dimensional form of a protein from knowledge of the sequence of its constituent amino-acid residues is one of the foremost challenges facing computational biology. Current approaches to PSP can he divided into three classes: comparative modelling, fold recognition. and ab initio methods. The first two explicitly search the ever-growing databases of known structures for similar sequences (homologues) and sub-sequences. In contrast. the third approach represents the "last chance" scenario of trying to predict the tertiary structure hy minimising a free energy model of the structure. Approaches that make use of existing knowledge currently represent the state of the art (and are likely to remain so), however ab initio approaches are important for two main reasons. The first of these relates to the situation where a sequence does not correspond to any known fold. The second, and more fundamental reason is that the development of true ah initio methods can give greater insight into the relationship hetween different fold families, and to the dynamical process of folding. Current approaches to ah initio PSP can he divided according to two criteria, namely the nature of the choice of energy function. and the number of degrees of freedom in the conformation. as exemplified by the granularity (all atom models vs. virtual atom) and locational constraints (e.g. lattice based models vs. off-lattice models). Although most lattice hased models are physically unrealistic, they have proved a useful tool for exploring issues within the field. Some of the more complex models, e.g. SlCHO [2] have been shown to he capable of accurate predictions of the conformations of simple proteins. especially when used in conjunction with techniques for subsequent refinement to an all-atom model [3] .
The HP model for PSP [I] provides an estimate of the free energy of a fold of a given instance. based on the summation of pair-wise interactions between the amino acid 0-7803-7804-0 / O M I 7 00 2003 IEEE residues. It is a "virtual residue" model, that is to say that each amino acid residue is modelled by a single atom, whose properties are reduced to a quality of being hydrophobic or hydrophilic, thus simplifying the energy calculations still further. Hydrophobic residues avoid interacting with the water molecules of the solvent, whereas hydrophilic (or polar) residues are able to form hydrogen bonds with the water molecules. Thus, polar residues are often found at the surface of the protein and hydrophobic residues are normally found buried in the inner part, or core, of the protein. The HP model captures this behaviour, despite its extreme simplicity. In the model, a sequence of I amino acid residues is represented by s E { H _ P } ' , where H represents a hydrophobic amino acid and P represents a hydrophilic one. The space of valid conformations is restricted to self-avoiding paths on a selected lattice, with each amino acid located on a vertex. The torsion angles of the peptide bonds between residues are thus restricted by a finite set determined hy the shape of the lattice. The first amino acid of the sequence is located on a randomly selected vertex, and an orientation is assumed for it. From there. according to the orientation, the chain grows, placing every subsequent amino acid either ahead of the previous one. at YO degrees to the left or at YO degrees to the right (assuming a square lattice). Hydrophobic units that are adjacent in the lattice but non-adjacent in the sequence add a constant negative factor to the energy level. All other interactions are ignored. In some cases, to make feasible conformations more attractive, the infeasible folds suffer penalisation in the form of adding a substantial positive factor to their energy levels. In this way, the model reflects the tendency of hydrophobic amino acids to form a hydrophobic core. Despite the appar-.
ent simplicity of this model, the search for the global energy minimum in the space of possible conformations of a given sequence has been shown to he N P complete on various lat-
Evolutionary algorithms (in particular Genetic Algorithms) have been applied, with some success, to the PSP using the HP and all-atom off-lattice models, by a number of authors since [ 5 ] . In [6] the effect of different encoding schemes and constraint management techniques were examined, and a modified fitness function was developed which extends the basic HP model to permit the allocation of reward for non-adjacent pairs of Hydrophilic residues. More recent work has demonstrated the use' of self-adaptation within a memetic algorithm to permit the selection from amongst a fixed set of predetermined local search strategies, using different move operators such as local "stretches", reflections etc 17, XI. The work described here extends this by not relying on a fixed set of move operators encoding domain-specific knoweldge, hut rather evolving a set of move operators. thus /earning that domain-specific knowledge.
Memetic Algorithms
The performance benefits which can he achieved by hyhridising Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) with Local Search(LS) operators, so-called Memeric Algorithnis (MAS), have now been well documented across a wide range of.problem domains (see [9] for a comprehensive bibliopphy). Commonly in these algorithms, a Local Search improvement step is performed on each of the products of the generating (recombination and mutation) operators, prior to selection for the next population. There are of course many variants on this theme: for example, one or more of the generating operators may not he used, or the order in which the operators are applied may vary.
There are three principal components which affect the workings of a Local Search. The first is the choice of pivot rule. which can he Sreepesr Ascetir or Greed] Ascent. In the former the entire neighbourhood n ( i ) of the current solution i is searched and the hest neighbour used. whereas the latter stops exploring the neighbourhood as soon as an improvement is found. The second component is the depth of the local search. This can vary from a minimum of only one improving step being applied. through a fixed number of iterations. to the extremum where the local search is iteratively applied until a local optimum is reached. Considerable attention has been paid to studying the effect of changing this parameter within MAS e.g. [IO] . Equally the choice of pivot rules can be shown to have an effect on the performance of the Local Search algorithm, both in terms of time taken, and in the quality of solution found.
The third, and primary factor that affects the behaviour of the LS is the choice of neighbourhood generatin: function. This can be thought of as defining a set of points n ( i ) that can he reached by the application of some move operator to the point i . The provision of a scalar fitness value. f , defined over the search space means that we can consider the graphs defined by different move operators as "fitness landscapes" In some cases, domain specific information may be used to guide the choice of neighbourhood structure within the Local Search algorithms. However, it has recently been shown that the optimal choice of operators can he not only instance specific within a class of problems [ 12, pp254-2581, hut also dependent on the state of the evolutionary search [ 131. This result is not surprising when it is considered that points which are locally optimal with respect to one neighbourhood structure may not he with respect to another (unless of course they are globally optimal). Thus if a set of points has converged to the state where all are locally optimal with respect to the current neighbourhood operator, then changing the neighbourhood operator may provide a means of progression, in addition to recombination and mutation.
Krasnogor and Smith described a "MultiMemetic Algorithm". in which a gene was added to the end of each chromosome indicating which of a fixed set of static LS opera- The aim of this work is to provide a means whereby the definition of the local search operator used within a MA can he varied over time, and then to examine whether evolutionary processes can he used to control that variation, so that a beneficial adaptation takes place. The approach taken is to use a coevolutionary system with two populations, one of candidate solutions. and one or Local Search Operators (LSOs) which act on the members of the first population.
'The representation chosen for the LSOs is a tuplc <PivorJu/e, Depfh. Pairing, M o w , Fitness>.
The element Pairing efeclively co-ordinates the evolution of the two populations. When a candidate solution is to he evaluated, a member of the LSO population is chosen to operate on it. hopefully yielding improvements. The fitness of the candidate solution is thus affected by the choice of LSO to operate on it, and the fitness assigned to the LSO is in turn affected by the candidate solution to which it is applied. Values for Pairing are taken from the set (linked, fitrressbased, random).
For the linked pairing strategy, the LSOs can he considered to he extra genetic material which is inherited and varied along with the problem representation. Thus if the kt" candidate solution is created from parents i and j, then a LSO is created by the actions of recomhination and mutation on memhers i and3 ofthe current LSO population. This new LSO is used to evaluate the new candidate solution and becomes the kth member of the next LSO population. Note that this assumes the two populations are the same size. The fitness is assigned to the new LSO is immaterial, since selection to act as parents happens via association with good memhers of the solution population. An examination of the issues surrounding fitness-based pairing can he seen in an accompanying paper in these proceedings [ 161.
The first two elements in the tuple have been descrihed above. and like the pairing can he easily mapped onto an integcr or cardinal representation as desired. and manipulated by standard genetic operators. The representation chosen for the niove operators was as.coirdiriorf:uction pairs, which specify a pattern to he looked for in the problem representation, and 3 different pattern it should he changed to. Although this representation at first appears very simple, it has thc potential to represent highly complex moves via the use of symbols to denote not only single/multiple wildcard characters (in a manner similar to that used for regular expressions in Unix) but also the specifications of repetitions and iterations. Further. permitting the use of different length patterns in the condition and ucfioir parts o f the rule gives scope for cuf and splice operators working on variable length solutions.
In themselves, the degrees of freedom afforded by the components listed above provide basis for a major body of research, which is well beyond the scope ofthis paper. For these initial investigations the LSOs were restricted to one of greedy or steepest ascent, a single improvement step, and linked pairing. These choices are coded into the LSO chromosomes at initialisation. and variation operators are not used on them. The system is also restricted to considering only rules where the conditiori and actiorr patterns are of equal length and are composed of values taken from the set of permissible allele values of the problem representation. augmented by a "don't care" symbol # which is allowed to appear in the condition (hut not the actiorr) part of the rule. The neighbourhood of a point i then consists of all those points where the substring denoted by coirditiorr appears in the representation of i and is replaced by the action. The neighhourhood of i therefore potentially includes i itself.
for example, by means of a rule with identical condirioii and arfion parts.
To give an example, given a solution represented by the hinary string 11001 11000 and a rule 1#0:11 1, then this matches the first, second. sixth and seventh positions, and the neighbourhood is the set { 11 I01 I 1000, I 1 I I I I 11000, I1001 I 1 100,l I001 I I 1 IO}. Note that in this work the string is not considered to he toroidal (although this will be considered in later work), and that a random permutation is used to specify the order in which the neighbours are evaluated. so as not to introduce positional bias into the local search when greedy ascent is used.
In practice, each rule was implemented as two 16 bit strings, and was augmented by a value rdeJength which detailed the number of positions in the pattern string to consider.This representation for the rules means that "standard" genetic operators (uniform11 point crossover. point mutation) can he used to vary this part of the LS chromosome.
The inclusion of an adaptive ru/eJength permits the ability to adapt via the action of mutation operators on this value. In [I71 the effects of different fixed rule sizes were examined, and a version which had the ahility to adapt via the action of mutation operators on this value. The results obtained demonstrated that the version with adaptive rule lenths was able to quickly adapt to using the appropriate optimal size rule for the different problems.
Initial Results
The results of initial investigations using this system were reported in [ 171. The test suite was problems made out of a number of subfunctions either interleaved or concatenated. Two different classes of suhfunction were used which posed either entropic (Royal Road) or fitness (Deceptive) barriers to the discovery of the global optimum. Greedy versions of the COMA (GComa) algorithm were tested agtainst the GA.MA. and GRand algorithms described below. It was shown that a version of the system with adaptive rule lengths was able to perform better than these three. It also performed comparably with variants of GComa that had the optimal fixed rule-lengths for the different problems. Analysis showed that these GCOMA algorithms discovered and used problem specific information (such as optimal patterns for different sub-problems), and subsequent work has shown them to be highly scalable with respect to problem length. Further results and analysis can he seen elsewhere in these proceedings [ 161.
Experimental Results

The Test Suite and Experimental set-up
In order to investigate the value of this approach. 20 instances and parameter settings from [ 181. were used. which use a two-dimensional triangular lattice. The generational genetic algorithm used (500+500) selection and il relative encoding. In this encoding the alleles come from the set One Point Crossover was applied with probability 0.X and a Double Mutation was made with probability 0.3. Viewed from an external frame of reference the mutation operator has the effect of causing the mutation point to act as a pivot. about which one half of the structure is roiated through some multiple of i i / 6 (for a triangular lattice). Mutation was applied to the rules with a probability of 0.0625 of selecting a new allele value in each locus (the inverse of the maximum rule length).
For each combination of algorithm and instance. 25 runs were made, each run continued until the glohal optimum was reached, subject to a maximum of I million evaluations. Note that since one iteration of a local search may involve several evaluations. this allows more generations to the CA. i.e. algorithms are compared strictly on the basis of the number of calls to the evaluation function. The algorithms used (and the abbreviations which will be used to refer to them hereafter) are as follows:
A CA i.e. with no use of Local Search (CA).
e A simple M A using a bit-flippinp neighhourhood.
with one iteration of greedy ascent (SMA).
Versions of COMA using a randomly created rule in each application, i.e. with the learning disabled. One iteration of steepest (SRand) or greedy (GRand) ascent local search was applied.
Adaptive versions of COMA with the two pivot rules (SComa and GComa). In these the rule lengths are randomly initialised in the range [l.16] . During mutation, a value of +/ -1 is randomly chosen and added with probability 0.0625.
These results can he analysed in number of ways. of which we will focus on three: firstly in terms of reliability (i.e. of the number of runs in which the global optimum was found). secondly in terms of the average number of evaluations taken to find the optimum in those successful runs, and thirdly in terms of the mean performance (i.e. the best value found in the maximum time alloted. averaged over 25 runs). Figure I summarises the results of these experiments in terms of the first two criteria -reliability and speed. The vertical bars show the mean time to the optimum. with error bars at +I-one standard deviation from the top of the bar. Where there is an annotation above the bar. this represents the number of runs in which the global optimum was found (out of 25). No annotation indicates that all 25 runs found the optimum, and a missing column indicates that no runs found the global optimum on that instance.
As can he seen. the SComa algorithm is notably more successful than the other algorithms, and the successful runs use comparable numbers of evaluations as those ofthe faster of the other algorithms. For the instances 17-19, only the SComa algorithm was able to find the global optimum. (doing so 8.1 and l times respectively). No algorithm solved instance 20 in the time allowed. The success rate is quite high for the shorter instances, and this is reflected in similar perlormance in terms of the metric of best value found. The difference in mean hest value becomes more marked for the longer instances as is shown in Figure 2 . where the superior performance of the S-Coma algorithm is clear.
In order to investigate the statistical significance of these results, a two-way ANOVA test was performed on thc values for the hest solution found in each run. with instance number and algorithm as the factors. This confirmed the significance of the algorithm in determining the performance, and so two sets of post-hoc tests were performed to analyse the differences between pairs of algorithms. These were Least-Significant Difference. and Tamhanes T2 test (the latter is more conservative as it does not make any assumptions about the samples having equal variances). The results of these tests are summarised in Table 1 . An entry r or R indicates that the algorithm indicated by the row index was significantly better than the one indicated by the column index, with 95% confidence according to the LSD or T2 test respectively. Similarly an entry of c or C indicates that the column algorithm is hetter than the row algorithm with 95% confidence according to the LSD or T2 test respectively. SComa is omitted as it is significantly better than all others according to both tests. 
AIgorithni
GComa SRand GRand SMA GA 
Restricting the Search to Feasible Solutions
In [I91 we have reporied results from a detailed study of the fitness landscape of HP model proteins which suggests that the feasible regions ofthe search space are more highly connected than has previously been thought. and that correspondingly there may be performance advantages arising from a restriction of the search process to only considering feasible solutions. In order to investigate this, the crossover and mutation operators were modified so that they only produced feasible offspring. This process is less lengthy than it would first appear since in practice infeasible offspring can almost always be quickly identilied during the path growth process and the evaluation stopped.
The mutation operator still applied one double mutation -a random permutation of the loci was generated. and for each of these a random permutation of the possible changes was created. Offspring were produced and tested in this order until a feasible one was created. The crossover operator was modified similarly: if the offspring produced using a given crossover point was infeasible the operator next tested all of the different possible orientation of the two substrings by varying the allele value in the locus corresponding to that crossover point. before moving on to trying the next. No attempt was made to restrict the initial population to feasible solutions; as the infeasible ones are quickly weeded out by selection, and preliminary experimentation revealed that creating a feasible initial population by random generation of values takes an extremely long time.
These results are shown in Figure 3 for the GA, SMA and SComa. Tests were also made with variants of the memetic algorithms in which the local search phase was continued until a local optimum rather than just a single step (SMA* and SComa*).
As can he seen from a comparison of Figures 1 and 3 these results demonstrate that improved reliability arisies from restricting the variation operators to using feasible solutions. These differences were found to he statistically significant. The effects of changing the depth of local search were less conclusive. Considering only the SComa and SComa* algorithms: a statistical analysis of the hest individual found in each run with the instance and depth ( a binary choice between one step/to optimum) as the variables did not show a significant difference. although the interaction term was significant. From Figure 3 it can he seen that the number of evaluations taken to find a solution is comparable for the two approaches on each instance. Given that one might expect an overhead in terms of the number of neighbours tested in an iterative search. this is perhaps surprising.
Analysis of the form of the evolving rules showed that there was a strong tendency towards rules of the form ## -/,r or # # -1L. Here I = Iqftback. r = rightback. and L = /efrfomai-d relative to the previous direction of growth. Both of these rules act to bring residues i and i + 2 into contact, via causing a torsion angle of II/6 at residue i + 1.
Given that we are working in a two-dimensional plane these could possibly he thought of as the two-dimensional equivalent of representing a single turn of an alpha helix. Experimentation on a square two-dimensional lattice showed that the rules which evolved on a number of instances tended to have lcngth three and he of the form ### -111 or ### -I which is the shortest path that can he made bringing two residues into contact.
We would like to highlight the use of the word "tended' here: in most cases the rule-set continued to contain a number of different rules of varying lengths. We have argued elsewhere [I61 that in addition to the extra scalahility attained by identifying and re-applying regular structural motifs, the presence of a diverse. evolving rule-set gives increased possibilities of escaping from local optima to COMA, by continually testing new search landscapes.
Discussion and Conclusions
As can he seen from the results section above, the S-Coma algorithm provides better performance according to both metrics (reliability and mean hest fitness) than the GA, MA or a comparable system with the rule-learning turned off (SRand, GRand). These results are especially noticable for the longer instances where the COMA system is able to learn and then exploit regularities within energetically favourable conformations. corresponding to secondary structural motifs.
These results are improved still further by the restricting the variation operators to producing feasible solutions. Changing the depth of the local search appeared to make things slightly worse for the standard MA. and did not make any statistically significant difference for COMA. suggesting that the extra computational effort is not worthwhile in this case.
The reliability results are also better, especially for the longer instances than those reported elsewhere using a selfadaptive multi-memetic algorithm, with the meme set especially designed after a comprehensive study of the literature and extensive experimentation.
There is a clear place for the use of expert knowledge in the design of search algorithms. and its encapsulation in the form of carefully designed mnve operators. Nevertheless we feel that the approach outlined in this paper represents a highly promising prospect given its ability to discover and explicit!\ represent structural motifs. One ohvious path for future work would be to examine the effects of seeding the rule population with expert-designed rules. Another, perhaps more pressing path is to examine the behaviour on more complex lattices and for different energy functions. As indicated above, these results are only the beginning of a processs of .investisation, clearly more analysis of the evolving rule-sets is needed. as well as a thorough investigation of the other algorithmic possibilities. It seems likely however that this represents a promising direction for the future development of scalable optimisation techniques which may yield new insights into the energy landscapes of the HP and other lattice models of proteins.
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